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	I have often credited ignorance with the starting and building of my

	business in 1977. I believe that if I had known what I was getting

	into, I would never have done it in the first place. But that is not a

	prescription for success, only for taking the risk. I probably could

	have gotten a lot further, and a lot faster, if this book had been available

	34 years ago.





	In the intervening years, I have seen friends, family, and acquaintances

	start businesses by the dozens. Some of them took the entrepreneurial

	path because they truly wanted to. Others were pressed

	into it as a result of layoffs, forced retirement, or burnout. Most

	limped along in their fledgling enterprises, and many failed. None

	of this was due to a lack of commitment, vision, or hard work. More

	often, it was because of a lack of good advice, poor planning, and a

	weak support network.
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Executive Wisdom: Coaching and the Emergence of Virtuous LeadersAmerican Psychological Association, 2006

	This book uniquely integrates a large body of historical, philosophical, psychological, and business models and methods as they relate to executive coaching and leadership development, for individuals, dyads, teams, and executive groups. What is executive wisdom, and how can it be developed through coaching? Executive wisdom emerges from a...
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Mathematical Models in Contact Mechanics (London Mathematical Society Lecture Note Series)Cambridge University Press, 2012

	This text provides a complete introduction to the theory of variational inequalities with emphasis on contact mechanics. It covers existence, uniqueness and convergence results for variational inequalities, including the modelling and variational analysis of specific frictional contact problems with elastic, viscoelastic and viscoplastic...
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The Rough Guide to Yellowstone & Grand TetonRough Guides, 2011

	"The Rough Guide to Yellowstone & Grand Teton" is your definitive guidebook to this storied region of the American west; designed to help you best enjoy your trip to Yellowstone and Grand Teton National Parks. Whether you want to avoid Yellowstone's notorious high-season crowds, know when and where to spot a moose in Grand...
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Learn Python Programming: The no-nonsense, beginner's guide to programming, data science, and web development with Python 3.7, 2nd EditionPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Learn the fundamentals of Python (3.7) and how to apply it to data science, programming, and web development. Fully updated to include hands-on tutorials and projects.

	
		Key Features

		
			Learn the fundamentals of Python programming with interactive projects
	
			Apply Python to data...
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Handbook of Chemoinformatics Algorithms (Chapman & Hall/CRC Mathematical and Computational Biology)CRC Press, 2010

	Unlike in the related area of bioinformatics, few books currently exist that document the techniques, tools, and algorithms of chemoinformatics. Bringing together worldwide experts in the field, the Handbook of Chemoinformatics Algorithms provides an overview of the most common chemoinformatics algorithms in a single...
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Adobe Photoshop CS6 Top 100 Simplified Tips and Tricks (Top 100 Simplified Tips & Tricks)Visual, 2012

	Take your Photoshop skills to the next level


	Users who already know Photoshop basics will love this colorful, step-by-step guide to new tricks and techniques. Filled with beyond-the-essentials techniques that show how to take your Photoshop skills to the next level, it is lavishly illustrated with beautiful photos that...
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